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FIELD INVJ!,STIGilTION OF REID BEDFORD BEND REVETh~T 
NIS~IS&IPPI RIVJ!~h 

APPENDll A -- SOILS INVESTIGATIO~S 

Introduction 

1. This interim report summarizes the results of soils investiga-

tions of the bank slope failures at the Reid Bedford Bend revetment. The 

studies are continuing, and conclusions presented in this appendix are 

tentative and subject to revision, if necessary, as more data become 

available. This appendix is concerned ~ith a discussion of soil con-

ditions at the site, ru1d in particular w~th the actual mechanics of the 

failures which have occurred. The early anr. recent history of develop-

ments in Reid Bedford Bend and vicinity haG been presented in Volume l of 

this report. 

Soil Conditions 

2. Borings. Seven bo1ings were made along t he river bank in 1946 

prior to revetment construction. Approximate locations are shown on plate 

1 and graphic logs on plate 2 of this appendix. In general, the soil 

above SLW (standard low water) consisted of clays and sandy and clayey 

silts, the clays generally overlying the silts. At two borings, RB-3 and 

RB-7, the silts and clays extended 10 or 12 ft below SLW. Beneath these 

fine soils lay deep beds of fine to medium sands with small amounts of 

coarse sands and occasionally some gravel. 
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.- 3. Shear test data. A SlJmmary of direct shear test results on 

the silts and clays is given on plate 3. A stability study of the re

vetted slope by the Vicksburg District, CE, indicated that the upper bank 

would have factors of safety against sliding, during rapid drawdo'v.n of 

the river, ranging from 1.7 to 1.2 for various ranges. 

4. Bank grading. Grading of the upper bank preparatory to placing 

the revetment was required because of the very steep slopes and irregular 

shore line. Grading was done by a floating dragline, which pulled soil 

down the bank and out into the water, so that all of the bank above water 

consisted of undisturbed soil. The lDnit of efficient operation of the 

dragline bucket below water was about 12 to 15 ft. The river level was 1 

or 2 ft above SLW; therefore effective grading belo~r water was ljmited to 

about 10 to 13 ft below SLW. Removal of parts of the old levee extending 

out from the setback, and also the removal of bank points between scallops, 

required extensive grading in some areas. A comparison of sections on 

plates 4-7 indicates that whereas some of the graded material pulled down 

the slope remained, a large part was carried away by the current. Most 

of the soil excavated from the bank consisted of silts and clays. 

Description of Failures 

Minor bank failures 

5. A minor bank failure occurred during the latter part of December 

1946 or early part of January 1947 at range 37+50 in the lmver part of the 

asphalt mattress. The maximum drop of the mat was not over 2 ft and the 

adjacent concrete mat was not displaced or damaged. 

6. Another minor bank failure occurred during this time at range 



10, the failure extending about halfway up the slope protected by the 

asphal.t mat. The maximum drop was of the order of about 6 ft, and the 

adjacent concrete mat was displaced upwards but not ot?:eruise damaged so 

far as could be determined. 

7. These two failures probably were caused by weakness in the soil 

forming part of the river bank which was overstressed during a minor river 

drawdown. In view of the variation of deposits in the bank and also the 

variations in the shear strengths of the various soils, it should be 

expected that some minor areas might be overstressed and minor slides 

occur. Such slides probably could be prevented by making the slopes less 

steep, but the cost of such treatment might be greater than the repairs 

to such minor slides. 

Major bank failures 

8. The first major bank failure occurred between ranges 57 and 59 

some time between 17 and 21 January 1947. The exact date is not known. 

The river was on a falling stage during this time, but the maximum fall 

of the river surface preceding failure clid not exceed 2-1/2 ft. The 

second major bank failure occ1rrred on 11 February 1947 between ranges 

45+75 and 48+50. The river stood at a maximum stage of 28.5, Vicksburg 

Bridge gage, on 4 February, and fell to 25.5 on 11 February, mal:ing a 

vr total drop of the river elevation of 3 ft preceding this second failure. 

9. Descriptions of both of these areas afte:" f3.ilure ar e s imilar 

( see plates 8-11). st~rting at the thalweg, each nas the shape of a 

flared gully with the narrow part offshore, the axis of the gully being 

generally normal to the bank line. Progressing up the bank, the failures 

broaden out into pocket-shaped areas with maximum widths adjacent to the 
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bank. A comparison of soundings taken some time before the failures 

occurred and those taken aftervrard indicates that the river bottom adja

cent to the narrow end of the gully and the begirllling of the pocket was 

undisturbed and is not a remnant of a ridge upheaved at a toe of a slide . - -

10. A diver ' s inspection of the second major ba~~ failure, made on 

27 and 28 February (16 and 17 days after fail"L,re ) revealed clay extending 

out 200 ft or more from the top of the failure scarp and down to and 

below elevation - 40 SLW. No concrete mats were found, and broken pieces 

were not encountered until about 60 to 70 ft beyond the original l ands i de 

edge of the mat . It should be noted that boring RB-5 (see plete 2), lo-

cated in the slide area, indicates sand only below the elevation of low 

vrater. 

Unrevetted bank failure -
11. After 7 April 1947, weekly hydrographic surveys were carried 

out Jownstream from the r evetment to permit studies of uru·evctted baru{ 

erosi on. I n general, the bank erosion occurred by attrition, the river 

currents r emoving the surface sands under the upper, more cohesive top 

strata, causing small bodies of earth (not over 10 to 15 ft 1-1ide) to s lump 

down into the ri vcr. Ho-vrever, one major slide did occur at range 69 that 

h3.d a width norma.l to the river be.M of about 130 ft, and a length parall el 

to the river of about 330 ft . The hyd.rogr&.p~l~.c survey party reported that 

it l eft the area at 6 :00 p . m, on the evening of 2 June 19h7 'vithout hav-

ing noticed· any cracks in the f lood pl ain adj~cent to the river . The next 

morning at about 8 :00 a .m., upon return of the party, the slide scar was 

noted; thus it is kno-vm that the slide occurred in l ess than 14 hours . 

Contours of the slide area before (23 ~.,_y ) and after (5 June) occurrence 
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~re shown on plate 12, and a pocket-shaped area in which material moved 

out through a narrow riverside gully i s apparent. Two sect i ons through 

the slide area, one taken five days before and the other throe days after 

the slide, are shown on plate 13. 

~Ealzsis of Fe.ilur~ 

Types of failures 

12. General. There are tl~ee conceivable types of failures which 

could have been responsible for the major slides at Beid Bedford Bend. 

The analyses which have been conducted to date have been made to determine 

which of these types of failures was r esponsible for the s lides . Each of 

the three poss ible types of failure is discussed separately below. 

13. Shear failure . The unual type of failure in soils is a shear 

failure in which forces acting on the soil exceed the strer~h of the soil 

' and a slide results. Gener ally, such a slide occurs along a roughly 

circular arc, although a slide along a horizontal plane or a combination 

of straight and curved lines may occur 5.f a very weak l ayer of material 

i s present. If a bank is submer ged and the water level in the river i s 

suddenly lo'tver ed, the forces causing failure are r apidly increased, since 

the soil changes from a submer ged to a sat1~ated condition and the weight 

i s thereby suddenly increased on the order of magniJ~ude of 100 per cent. 

On the other hand, the force resisting slidi1~ cannot incr ease correspond-

ingly in a short time unless the soil i s free-draln;ng. 

14. Failure by scour. Another type of failure which could have 

occurred at Reid Bedford Bend i s one in which the river scoured away so 

much of the sand at the underwater toe that a se~tion of the top str atum 
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finally slid into the river. In this event, the slide which occurred in 

the top stratum would be in itself of r el atively minor importance and 

would be in the nature of a shear failure, slnce it 1vould be pr:.ncipally 

only a manifestation of the fact that the sandy or main portion of the 

revetted slope had already failed due to scour. 

15. Flow failure. ~'he third type of failu:re which must be con-

sidercd i s that of a flow slide in the sand. I f l oose sand is d:!.sturbed 

or subjected to shearing forces it tends to decrease in volume. If this 

tendency to undergo a volume decr ease occurs r apidly in saturated sand, 

the weight of the sand grains is partially transferred to the water in 

the voids . This results in a lowering of the grain-to- grain contact 

presstrre, which in turn means that the shearing resistance i s decreased, 

since sand depends upon f rictional r esistance between ~Tains for its re-

sistance to s liding . In addition, the transfer of part of the weight of 

the sand to the water in the voids increases the hydrostatic pressure in 

the sand mass. There are, therefore, two factors ,.,hich act together to 

r educe greatly the stability of a loose sand bank against sliding . Fail-

ures of this type generally occur quite rapidly and do not cause s~ear 

surfaces to develop. I f the shear ing forces tending to cause a reduction 

in the volume of the loose sand act slowly, the added hydrostatic pres-

sure in the voids of the sand has an opportunity to diss i pate itself by 

f low of water out of the sand mass . In this case the stability of the 

sand is r educed only slightly, i f at all, and a flow slide cannot occur . 

If the sand is dense. it does not undergo the tendency tmvarcl a volume , 

decrease when subjected t o shearing forces, and it is therefore not liable 

to flow slides . 
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Stability analyses 

16 . .Shear failures. In an attempt to C:etermine the causes of the 

failures, a number of stability analyses was made of the revetted slope 

to see if a l ack of shear strength i n the soil might have been r esponsible . 

The stability of the silt and clay por tion of· the bank, graded to a slope 

of 1 vertical on 3 horizontal, under a sudden drawdown of the river was 

studied by means of Taylor's stability curves . The soil was asstrnood to 

be homogeneous with a saturated weight of 110 l b per cu ft and a vertical 

height of slope of 30 ft . The r esults may be summarized as follows for 

various conservat ive v.!llues of cohesion and friction angl es : 

Bank 
Material 

Clay 
Clay 
Clay 
Clay 
Silt 

Cohesion 
T/Sq Ft 

Oo25 
0 . 30 
0 .30 
0 . 25 
0 .10 

Friction 
Angle 

30 
30 
oo 
oo 

10° 

* Failure limited in depth by sand. 

Factor of Sn£ety 
(Sudden Drawdown) 

• 

1.38 
1 .. 65 
1.30 
1.0~~~ 

1.62 

It can be seen from the above data that a bn.nk of silt or clay appoars to 

be stable even under the very severe assumpti on of sudden drawdown. It 

should be noted that in the preceding analys i s the full height of the bank 

was assumed to be subjected to sudden dra"rdown, "rhereas only a relatively 

minor part of the full height of the bank was subjected to drawdown in 

the major slides which have occurred. 

17. Additional stc::.bili t:r analyses were made :1ssuming no dra'f·Tdown 

and with the following foundation soils , based upon soil conditions indi-

cated by boring RB-5 a~d conser vative shear-test resul ts : 
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Cohesion Friction 
Soil Elev- mlw T/Sq Ft Angle 

Clay +30 to +15 0.3 00 
Silt +15 to 0 0.1 15° 
Sand below --- 30° 

A circular arc limited in depth by the top of sru1d had a factor of safety 

of about 2.1 for the clay and silt portion of the bank graded t o a slope 

of 1 vertical to 3 horizontal . 

18. Failure by scour. A stability analysis was made of the bank, 

using strength values noted in the latter part of the preceding paragraph, 

with the sand portion of the fotmdation assumed to have been eroded to an 

angle of 30 degrees (1 on 1.73) r'rom the horizontal . The slope of the 

upper cohesive bank was assumed as 1 vertical on 3 horizontal . An arc -
starting in the upper, cohesive soil and extending down into the sand to 

elevation - 60 (SLW) possessed a factor of safety of 1.50. Although this 

factor of safety indicated that the arc studied was safe, it does not take 

into account the possible progressive scouring of the 11nderlying sand with 

consequent slumping of the upper bank. This phase of bank action is not 

susceptible of mathematical analysis • 
• 

19. Flow failure. An analysis was rnud0 assuming a horizontal slid-

ing plane near the top of the sand deposit and a drawdown of the river of 

3 ft . 'rhe analysis indicated that to maintain a safety factor of unity 

the sand required a friction angle of only 4 degree2_ if the overlying silt 

and clay strata of the bank were not fissured. If a fissure through the --
clay (but not the silt) is assumed, the required friction angle in the · 

sand is 13 degrees to just maintain stability. Two additional analyses 

were made, one assuming the surface after slide to have been the failure 



surface at range 1~8, and the other assuming the failure surface to have 

been through the deepest part of the secon0. major slide at about range 

47 . The required friction angles in the sc.nd were 6 and 9 degrees, 
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recpectively, to just maintain stability assuming the clay to have been 
. 

intact . If the clay is assumed to ha.ve been fissured to a depth of 15 

ft, the required friction angles are 8-1/2 and 12 degrees, r0spectively. 

It appears, therefore, tl1at this type of fail~xe could h~ve occurred only 

if the sand had been rendei·ed semifluid for some reason, ,.,ith a con .... e rnent 

loss of frictional sh~ar strength. 

Cause o.f Bank ]'ail ure -
20 . Shear failure., The relatively high values of the factors of -

safety indicated in paragr:1phs 16 and 17 preclude the pos.Jibility of the 

ordinary type of shear ff.'lilu.re . 

21. Sconr failure . The factor of safety ~or the stability analysis 

noted in paragraph 18 indicates that the upper bank '\·ras stable, even with 

the sand eroded to its angle of repose from the toe of the graded upper 

bank. However, as noted, ;t does not urove that progressive erosion of 

the lower s~nd slope did not result in consequent sltunping of the upper 

graded banl{. The possibility of scour may be advanced by assuming that 
• 

the turbnlent river flow had breached or to~.r uwo.y one or more of the 

mattress sections at each of the failure zones, thus leaving the expos~d 

sand bed of the river subject to ~cmrr . 

22 . Flow failure . The i'ailvre between range3 67+50 and 71, as 

shown on plates 12 and 13, is considered to have been a flow failure, in-

e.smuch as it is not believed possible that scour could he.ve taken out all 
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this material overnight under conditions such as then existed. The flow 

failure theory is further stre11..gthened by the pocket- shaped area. of the 

failure scar, by the very gentle slope of the lower portion of the slide 

area, and by the general lack of a true shear-slide mud wave at the toe - -
of the slide. The two major failures in the revettcd zones also had simi-

lar pocket-shaped areas, and stability studies indicate that sliding could 

have occurred only if the frictional shear strength of the sand had been 

seriously reduced. Recent laboratory tests indicate that a verJ loose 

saturated sand can suffer a serious loss of shear strength if subjected 

to strain and not allowed to drain, thus indic3.ting thet flow failure in 

loose sands is possible. 

23. It is possible that the sequence of events in the failure may 

have been somewhat as indicated below. After the completion of the reve-t-

4 ment, the river scom"ed out the thal¥reg, including f,oil from under the 

outer portion of the articulated concrete mat . As scour progressed and 

the sand slope under tho mat steepened, the soil probably adjusted itself 

by superficial sliding. Whether the concrete mats remained in place as 

the outer edge was 11nc:Jermined is not k..11own. It is possible that scour 

under the outer edge of the revetment may have exposed pockets of loose 

sand at the sites of the t'\vo major slides . If such was the case, and if 

sufficient pressure shock was created in the pore w<..~.ter by superficial_ 

slope-readjustment slides ncar the thal1veg, the loose sands could have 

been liquef·ied to such an extent o.s to have caused their loss of sheer 

strength, and flovr slides may have occurred. It is possible that such 

loose sand pockets may have extended under tr_e; graded be.nk, in wJ?.ich case 

the clay and silt top stratum could have dropped dm·m as the loose sand 
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flowed out .. and been carried o·1t as if on roller bearings. Another possi-

ble- c-oncept is that the scouring of the river bed could have been appre--
cia.bly concentrated in local areas., which var!.ed with the ri,.ler stage. 

In the event of such concentrated scour, the superficial slid~ng of the 

sand may have assumed such a magnitude that the resulti1~ strains could 

have created a loss of shearing strength in the body of the sand mass and 

resulted in a flow slide. Either of the above concepts applies equally 

well to the failure in the unrevetted area. 

Ban.l{ Seepaee 

24 . Piezone"ter observations. Piezometers were instulled in the -
foundation sands at locations indicated on plate l during the latter part 

of April 1947. Observations show that the 1ffi.tcr heud in the sands 

~ followed the fluctuations of the river fu.irly closely, with !Ill.l.Ximum lags 

of as much au 5 ft during sudden drops of river stage during the latter 

part of July and subsequent low st~ges . The lag of the piezometers during 

the months of April, May, and June were of a lesser lll8.gnitude, being not 

over 2-1/2 ft. The exact value of the seepage gradient is not knm·m and 

it is subject to local variatio1w in the soil deposits. 

Discussion -----
25. In the precedi!'..g pare.grapha it has been s~~.ted that there are 

three possible causes by 1vhich the major sli~.es could have occurred. 

Although fi.eld information regarding scour and slope of banl: before and 

after failure is some-w .. hat limited, it is belie7ed to be sufficiently con-

elusive to eliminate the possibility of a lack of nhear strength in the 
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sand and top stratum as the direct or initial cause of major failure. It 

is also thought to 8e unlikely that local scouring by the river actually 7 

removed the major portion of the material within the zones of failure. 

On the other hand, euperficial evid&nce indicate8 the likelihood of flow 

~lides, the conditions for which are of course aet up by loca+ ~eouring 

aa described above. 

26. It ie difficult, ~wever, to atate without reservation that 

the maJor slides which have occurred were flow elidee, since the necessary 

supporting field information ie generally impoGsible to obtain. A field 

and laboratory inveetigation has since been initiated. Every effort is 

being made to obtain quantitative information regarding the ~sibility 

• that the major failureA were flow failuree. These 3tudiee, which have 

not yet progre&eed far enough to justify any concluaion§, will be reported 

upon at a later tate. 

27. In the aoile investigations of the Reid Bedford Bend bank 

failures, seepage forces were considered but eliminated aa a eerioua con-

tr1but1ng factor in the major slidee. The evidonce available indicates 

that the ground-water level in the flood plain adjacent to the river is 

determined generallY by the elevation of the river, but that there ie 

alwa.ye some lag between the two at some distance awey. When the stage is 

rie1og, the water flows f~ the river into the bank and the seepage 

force~J a.ctue.J Jy. tend to stabilize the ballk. However, when the river is 

on a falling or low etase, water dreine from the bank 18to the river, 

exerting •eepage forces which tend to reduce the over-all ~tability of 

the bank. ~, the seepage may be concentrated at local. points 

whereupon the bank mAY experience local sloughing as well. 
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28. The two major failures in the revetted area occurred after 

slight falls in stage, which in each instance was preceded by a very much 

larger rise. The behavior of the piezometers indicates that seepage out~ 

of the bank into the river was not significant. Therefore, no further 

investigation of the effects of seepage on the stability of the bank was 

carried out. Its effect under any conditions would be less on the over-

all stability of the banks than would eudden drawdown. The preceding 

remarks on the effect of seepage on bank stability apply only to the two 

major failures. 






























